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CREDIT – THE GREATEST CREDIT OPPORTUNITY EVER!!!
  
The Ultimate Leasing Credit Experience has been created to help take your leasing career to the next level. 
       A POSITIVE ENVIRONMENT & SUPPORTIVE TEAMMATES.  

This is a ground floor opportunity with an emerging force in the equipment leasing community. This company was founded by financial professionals with a vision of growth based on doing business based on building strong alliances with its vendors, its customers, its funding sources, and its employees.  We’ve reached a point in our growth where the volume of business demands a dedicated credit professional who can not only assess and process its deals and maintain strong relationships with its lenders, but build a back-office team that can support its salespeople, turn deals based on the kind of service customers demand in a competitive environment, and who can also create policy and the kinds of procedures necessary for its efficient implementation.  This is a positive, results-oriented team who is looking for the kind of creative talent that knows how to get deals done.  We are currently seeking a key team player who can handle a fast-paced atmosphere and who is goal driven. If you are a business professional with an entrepreneurial spirit looking to be on a winning team that is willing to do whatever it takes to get to the next level, please read on! 
    
This is your opportunity to work with a dynamic, professional sales force that delivers great, well-organized packages. Our sales force is not only professional, but they all have that winning, positive, supportive attitude that creates an efficient and productive environment If you are a person who loves a challenge and strives to find a way to get the deal APPROVED!!!, then this is the place for you.

You will be the CENTRAL APPROVAL POINT for lease applications for new and existing clients by evaluating both personal and business credit information, including credit reports, financial statements, and equipment values, and then writing up and presenting the lease packages for approval to the appropriate funding sources.  You will work directly with sales and the clients to acquire a complete understanding of each transaction PRIOR to submittal to the funding sources.  You will manage the credit process including moving deals through the system ensuring their prompt flow.   This is a small-ticket, middle market environment with high production.  Must be able to maintain the pace!  You will be responsible to provide fast turnaround on deals - must be aware of promised turnaround times and deadlines.  Also must provide solid reasoning for all decisions, including both approvals and declines.  Also must understand pricing to ensure that all approvals will be converted into funded transactions.  

This is a ground floor opportunity with a growing company that is able to get its transactions approved and funded in a difficult economy. While most deals are discounted presently, we are planning on expanding to our own warehousing lines, and eventually to securitizing large packages.  This position will play an integral role in this growth!
 
Matrix Business Capital is an asset-based finance company specializing in helping small to medium-sized businesses by extending business equipment leases from $5,000 to $5,000,000. We are a new and emerging powerhouse in the equipment finance and leasing industry. Our vision is a powerful team built on a foundation of integrity & communication; dedicated & committed to effectively serving our clients & community; inspired by each other, having fun & creating abundance.  We are conveniently located in beautiful downtown Long Beach on Ocean Blvd. with a spectacular ocean view and direct access to all major freeways.
 
We Offer: 
 
Aggressive compensation package with great benefits & profit sharing
A proven system to earn a six-figure income
Profit sharing bonuses
Gym access and regular team fitness trainings 
Beautiful office location
State of the art technology and equipment 
Relationships with all major banks and funding sources 
Opportunity for growth and to manage your own back office.

Requirements: 

Business-Related Bachelors Degree 
Minimum 5 year demonstrated track record of deal approvals
Creative side when it comes to getting deals done 
Experienced in reading and interpreting credit reports, financial statements and tax returns
Track record of meeting or exceeding goals
Excellent communication abilities
A desire to learn and focus on Personal Development 
Strong skills in leadership, organization, and detail-orientated tasks 
A hunger to do whatever it takes to achieve more 

Preferred: 

Commitment to Health & Fitness

For more information please visit us at:
www.matrixbusinesscapital.com <http://www.matrixbusinesscapital.com/>  
 
Or call us at (562)472-0500 and ask for Kim.

Qualified candidates please reply with a resume and a short paragraph on why you would be a good fit to carreers@matrixbusinesscapital.com



